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Opportunity runs deep™
WORKSHOP SPONSORS:- THANK YOU!

MTS DP CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
AGENDA

- WELCOME (0800)
- SESSION CHAIR AND CO CHAIRS INTRODUCTION (DOUG PHILLIPS)
- AM SESSION- PUTTING SCIENCE BACK INTO DP ANNUAL TRIALS (0815~1145)
  - INTRODUCTION TO SESSION (STEVE CARGILL)
  - PART 1 (0830 to 0945)
  - BREAK (0945-1015)
  - PART 2 (1015-1100)
  - REPORT OUT (1100 to 1145)
- LUNCH 1145 to 1245
- PM SESSION (1245~1630)
- SESSION CHAIR AND CO CHAIRS INTRODUCTION (SUMAN MUDDUSETTI)
- PM SESSION- CONDUCTING COMPREHENSIVE AND EFFECTIVE DP INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
  - INTRODUCTION TO SESSION (CHARLIE WILLIAMS/GRA)
TECHOP – CONDUCTING EFFECTIVE & COMPREHENSIVE DP INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE
(TECHOP)

TECHOP_GEN_03
(CONDUCTING EFFECTIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE
DP INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS)

SEP 2015

DRAFT
FISH BONE

Dr Kaoru Ishikawa
GROUP WORK

- EACH TABLE HAS A COPY OF THE TECHOP
- READ AND REVIEW THE TECHOP
- TABLE COACHES AND ASSISTANT COACHES ARE PROVIDED TO GUIDE DISCUSSION AND ANSWER TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
- DO YOU BELIEVE THE METHODOLOGY IN THIS TECHOP IS SUITABLE FOR CONDUCTING DP INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS?
THANK YOU
SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR NEXT YEAR

- SMARTER AND VALUE INJECTED ANNUAL TRIALS - A CASE STUDY
- POSITION REFERENCE SENSOR HANDLING
- ENHANCING AND DEMONSTRATING DP VESSEL OWNER DP MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY
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